7.1.9. Sensitization of students and employees of the Institution to the constitutional obligations: values, rights, duties and responsibilities of citizens
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Description on activities that inculcate values; necessary to render students into responsible citizens

Starting from 11/2018, when we first realized we were seriously contemplating introducing a mandatory Audit Course on ‘Constitution of India’, the institution started to push the idea of increasing awareness among employees about constitution and more importantly on ‘Fundamental Rights’ and directive principles of Indian Constitution.

Since that time, the institution has been focused on raising awareness among the teaching staff about these aspects of Indian Constitution, with the idea that through them the same can be percolated to the students over period of time.

The focus of the sensitization was primarily:

- Preamble
- Directive Principles
- Fundamental Rights
- Articles 14 to 32 covering the 6 fundamental rights
- Watershed judgments like ‘Kesavananda Bharati Case’ that laid out the sanctity of basic structure of constitution.

The methodology defined and adopted for increasing awareness was:

- Identify an internal resource person(s) who has the interest and who could explore the above in detail and intern educate/inform others about the same through targeted sessions.
- Subsequently, invite guest lecture from eminent constitutional experts or local legal minds that have expertise on the above aspects for the benefit of our staff.
- Have the humanities department staff members work on the curriculum plan for the mandatory audit course on ‘Constitution of India’ and build knowledge base to effectively deliver those lectures.

The following sessions were conducted by the internal resource person over the course of last 2 years (with a break during COVID times):

11/2018: One generic teaching staff session explaining the rationale on why it would be good to exposure on certain aspects of ‘Constitution of India’ by an internal resource person.

02/2019: A detailed session focused mainly on Directive principles and 6 fundamental rights and how and why ‘Right to Property’ was removed as a fundamental right including the genesis of it through the land ceiling acts and 9th Schedule. This was done again by an internal resource person. The invitees to the session were all teaching staff on voluntary basis. It was attended by about 57 of the teaching staff.

05/2019: Humanities staff got ready with curriculum and material framework for delivering classes on constitution for the A2 regulation year I students.
07/2019: Started detailed session with a shorter group of people. Completed sessions for 3 departments teaching staff members namely CSE, IT, and ECE.

10/2019: Had a Guest lecture by the lawyer attached to MANSAS educational institutions to our staff members on fundamental rights.

10/2019: Session on ‘Basic Structure of Constitution’ and right to amend it including conflict between article 13 and article 368, Golakknath case, Kesavananda Bharati case, Mills Case and how the balance between Judiciary and Legislature is in terms of amendments of constitution is. This was delivered by an internal resource person who has a passion for ‘Constitution of India’.
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7.1.9 Sensitization of students and employees of the institution to the constitutional obligations values, rights, duties and responsibilities of citizens.

In observation of the importance of inculcating the constitutional obligations, values, rights, duties and responsibility in both staff and students of MVGR, the college has taken the initiation of introducing the Constitution of India as an audit course to its students besides organizing sensitization and awareness programmes in the college regarding Human Rights, Fundamental Rights, Legal Awareness, Traffic Awareness, Civil Safety, Values etc.

**SYLLABUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>SEMESTER - I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2EHA701</td>
<td>CONSTITUTION OF INDIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Contact Hours – 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNIT – I: HISTORY OF MAKING OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION**
History - Drafting Committee, (Composition & Working)

**UNIT – II: PHILOSOPHY OF THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION:** Preamble - Salient Features


**UNIT-IV: ORGANS OF GOVERNANCE:** Parliament -Composition - Qualifications and Disqualifications - Powers and Functions - Executive - President - Governor - Council of Ministers; Judiciary, Appointment and Transfer of Judges, Qualifications.


**TEXT BOOK:**
Reference Source compilation

**REFERENCES:**
1. The Constitution of India, 1950 (Bare Act), Government Publication.
COURSE OUTCOMES:

CO1. Students will be able to discuss the growth of the demand for civil rights in India for the bulk of Indians before the arrival of Gandhi in Indian politics.

CO2. Students will be able discuss the intellectual origins of the framework of argument that informed the conceptualization of social reforms leading to revolution in India.

CO3. Students will be able to discuss the circumstances surrounding the foundation of the Congress Socialist Party [CSP] under the leadership of Jawaharlal Nehru and the eventual failure of the proposal of direct elections through adult suffrage in the Indian Constitution.

CO4. Students will be able to discuss the passage of the Hindu Code Bill of 1956.

CO5. Students will be able to discuss the powers of Executive, Judiciary and Legislature.

CO/PO Mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Title:</th>
<th>Constitution of India (Common to ALL Branches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course Code:</td>
<td>A2EHA701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Designed by</td>
<td>Dept. of English &amp; Humanities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Course designed by DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH & HUMANITIES

Approval

Approved by: Meeting of Board of Studies held on 29.06.2019
Glimpses of Constitutional Obligations Sensitization in the MVGR Campus:

**Legal Awareness Program 25th June 2019**

A Legal Awareness program was held in the college in association with District Legal Service authority, Vizianagaram. Smt. V.Lakshmi Rajyam (Senior Civil Judge and Secretary District Legal Services authority) Mr.N.V.Prabhakar Rao, C.I., Bhogapuram were Chief Guests. One of the Chief Guest for the session. Smt.Lakshmi Rajyam addressed that ragging should be eradicated from educational institutes and every student should take responsibility for fulfilling this great cause. The other guest Mr.N.V.Prabhakar Rao educated the young student’s regarding the traffic rules and regulations and also about students role in society. Principal Dr.K.V.L Raju has explained the mechanism initiated and following to prevent the ragging within the Campus and also student’s responsibilities to control this evil culture of ragging. In this Event Shaik. Raheem, Senior Advocate Member, District Legal Services authority, Vice–Principal Dr.Y.M.C.Sekhar, Dean-Students Mr. S.Mohan Kumar, Staff and Students have participated.

---

**Participants of the Session**

Principal Dr. KVL Raju Addressing the students

Smt. V. Lakshmi Rajyam Senior Civil Judge and Secretary District Legal Services authority

Sri. N.V. Prabhakar Rao, C.I., Bhogapuram Addressing the students

Dean-Students Mr. S.Mohan Kumar Addressing the students

Students taking Oath

---

**7.1.9-Doc.1-Constitutional Obligations**
LEGAL AWARENESS PROGRAMME IN PRESS

Awareness programme on legal issues held at MVGR

HANS NEWS SERVICE

Vizianagaram: MVGR College of Engineering conducted a Legal Awareness programme with the support of District Legal Service Authority (DLSA) on Tuesday. In the meet, V Lakshmi Rajyam, Senior Civil Judge and Secretary of DLSA stated that ragging should be eradicated from educational institutes and every student should take the responsibility for fulfilling this great cause.

Later, Circle Inspector of Bhogapuram NV Prabhakar Rao educated the students regarding the traffic rules and regulations and also about students role in society.

Principal Dr KVL Raju explained the mechanisms that are initiated and followed to prevent the ragging in the campus and also students responsibilities to control this dangerous culture. Shaik Bashoem, Senior Advocate Member, DLSA, Vice-Principal Dr Y M C Sekhar, Dean Students S Mohan Kumar, Staff and students participated in the programme.

7.1.9-Doc.1-Constitutional Obligations
MVGR College of Engineering in collaboration with MIMS, Vizianagaram has conducted an awareness program on “Drug Abusing and Addiction” for all the students. Dr.Prasanth, M.D., Neuro Psychiatric, MIMS, Dr.Chandra Sekhar, M.D. Community medicine, MIMS and Mr. N.V. Prabhakar Rao, C.I., Bhogapuram were the guests for the session.

Chief Guests addressed the students and emphasized that consumption of Drugs will lead to total addiction as it works on the minds directly, so prevention is better than cure “ Is the main slogan for eradicating the usage of drugs. Mr.N.V. Prabhakar Rao (C.I.) educated the students in controlling the usage of drugs and he felt that a proper regulatory authority should be working for controlling this drug abuse and addiction. Dr.K.V.L. Raju, Principal motivated the students that they should plan their careers with proper time scheduling and they should take care of their academics without involving in any Drug abusing and addiction.

In this Occasion Vice - Principal Dr.Y.M.C. Sekhar, Dean-Students Mr. S.Mohan Kumar, N.S.S. Coordinator, Dr.B.Sarva Rao, Staff and Students were present.

Dr. A. Prasanth, Associate Professor of psychiatry, MIMS addressing students

Principal Dr. KVL Raju, felicitating Dr. A. Prasanth

Principal Dr. KVL
Participants of the Session

Dr. A. Prasanth, Associate Professor of psychiatry, MIMS addressing students

Principal Dr. KVL Raju, felicitating Dr. A. Prasanth

Raju, felicitating Dr. Chandra Sekhar, MD, Community Medicine, MIMS

Participants of the Session
7.1.9-Doc.1-Constitutional Obligations

Published in Andhra Jyothi & Hans India News Paper Vizianagaram.
A Student Seminar on “Bharat – Vishwa Guru by 2050”, Our Role & Responsibility ON 4TH July 2019

MVGR College of Engineering (A) has conducted a Seminar with the title “A Seminar on India World Leader By 2050 Role and Responsibility of Youth.” Mr. Ravi Kumar Member India Out Reach Program was the Chief Guest for the session.

Mr. Ravi Kumar addressed the students and analyzed the role of India in the International relations and contributions of Indians in the World economy and said that if Indian youth are introspective, responsible and accountable for their fundamental rights and duties surely India is going to evolve as Vishwa Guru (World Leader) by 2050. The Student should have awareness of ongoing developmental aspects of the nation as well as strategies devised by the leaders and their vision. If such is the process India may progress rapidly and reach its goal in advance.

Principal Dr. K.V.L.Raju, Vice-Principal Dr.Y.M.C.Sekhar, Dean – Students Mr.S.Mohan Kumar, other Deans, HoD’s, Staff and Students have participated.

Sri. Ravi Kumar, Member All India Out Reach Team, addressing the students

Participants of the Session
Role of youth at engg college stressed

EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
@Vizianagaram

MVGR Engineering College on Thursday conducted a seminar on 'India World's Leader By 2050-Role and Responsibility of Youth' at the college in Vizianagaram. Ravi Kumar, the member of India outreach programme (ORP) was the chief guest. Addressing the gathering, he said that India would become the world's leader by 2050. He narrated the role of India in global relations and contribution of Indians to the world economy. Ravi Kumar also said if Indian youth are introspective, responsible and accountable to the fundamental rights and duties, the country would evolve as Viswa Guru by 2050. Students must be aware about developments in India as well as strategies devised by leaders and their vision. Principal KVL Raju, vice-principal YMC Sekhar, deans, HODs, staff and students took part.

Published in Hans India Newspaper, Vizianagaram.

MVGR college hosts seminar on ‘India World Leader By 2050’

Vizianagaram: MVGR College of Engineering (A) has conducted a seminar on ‘India World Leader By 2050 Role and Responsibility of Youth.’ For this seminar Ravi Kumar, member India Out Reach Programme was the chief guest.

Addressing the students, Ravi Kumar analysed the role of India in the International relations and contributions of Indians in the world economy and said that if Indian youth were introspective, responsible and accountable for their fundamental rights and duties, surely India would going to evolve as Viswa Guru (World Leader) by 2050. Student should have awareness on ongoing developmental aspects of nation as well strategies devised by the leader and their vision, he said.

Principal Dr K V L Raju, Vice-Principal Dr Y M C Sekhar, deans and students participated.

Published in Indian Express Newspaper, Vizianagaram.

7.1.9-Doc.1-Constitutional Obligations
Viswa Manavatha Organization has conducted Cycle Rally and Plantation on 28-08-2019.

MVGR College of Engineering (A) with the collaboration of Viswa Manavatha organization has conducted Cycle rally and plantation at the nearby villages of National Highway road from Vizianagaram to Visakhapatnam. This programme was inaugurated by Dr.K.V.L.Raju, Principal MVGR College of Engineering (A), and Sri Sinivas Alluri was the chief guest from Viswa Manavatha organization, Hyderabad. In this event 10,000 saplings were planted nearby all villages along the highway. A part from plantation the team MVGR has visited Government schools on the way to distribute Note books and conduct Motivational activities.

Dr.K.V.L.Raju, Principal felt that this is the first time that we are conducting this type of huge Event. Chief Guest Sri Srinivas Alluri said that organizing these types of events by students definitely will give inspiration and awareness to village people so that the aspects of Environmental protection will be greatly taken care.

Sri S Mohan Kumar, Dean-Students said that these kind of events will enhance the social responsibility of students and also they can inspire others in protecting the Environment. The success of this event is only because of the heart full involvement of the students.

7.1.9-Doc.1-Constitutional Obligations
MVGR College of Engineering (A) conducted an awareness programme on CIVIL safety to students on 23rd October 2019. For this event Sri B.Raja Kumari, I.P.S. (S.P, Vizianagaram) was the Chief Guest. Chief Guest addressed to the students that Civil Safety includes all types of safeties and everybody should give the information of any crime happen nearby their residences with responsibility. Over usage of smart phone will give chance to hackers to hack their personal data. So everybody should be very cautious enough to safe guard their selves from cyber-crimes. She said that especially for Women she teams and mahila rakshak teams are effectively working.
Sri L.Mohan Rao., D.S.P. (Traffic Division) addressed the students about rules and regulations of traffic and the responsibilities that everybody should feel while driving their own vehicles in order to maintain discipline in the traffic.
Dr.K.V.L.Raju, Principal has thrown some light on general awareness on social responsibilities of students and youth that place major significant role in the Development of society. Lack of civil responsibility and ignorance on civil safety may cause loss of lives for no reason.
In this event Sri M.Ravi kumar and Sri Raju from Rotary club, Vizianagaram, Dr.Y.M.C.Sekhar, Vice-Principal, Mr.S.Mohan Kumar, Dean-Students, HoD’s, Staff and students were participated.
Awareness programme on civil safety

Visanagaram Superintendent of Police B Raja Kumari addressing a meeting in Visanagaram on Wednesday.

HANS NEWS SERVICE

Visanagaram: MVGR College of Engineering (A) conducted an awareness programme on civil safety to students on Wednesday.

For this event, B Raja Kumari, IPS, SP of Vizianagaram was the chief guest. He addressed the students that civil safety includes all types of safeties and everybody should give the information of any crime happen nearby their residences with responsibility.

Over usage of smart phone will give chance to hackers to hack their personal data. So, everybody should be very cautious enough to safeguard their selves from cyber-crimes. She said that especially for Women she teams and mahila rakshak teams are effectively working.

I. Mohan Rao, DSP, traffic, addressed the students about rules and regulations of traffic and the responsibilities that everybody should feel while driving their own vehicles in order to maintain discipline in the traffic.

Dr K V L. Raju, Principal threw some light on general awareness on social responsibilities of students and youth that place major significant role in the Development of society. Lack of civil responsibility and ignorance on civil safety may cause loss of lives for no reason.

M Ravi Kumar and Raju from Rotary Club, Vizianagaram, Dr Y M C Sekhar, Vice-Principal, S Mohan Kumar, Dean-Students, HoDs, Staff and students participated.
“70th Indian Constitution Day Celebrations” on 26-11-2019.

MVGR College of Engineering celebrated 70th Constitution Day with a motto “One should have a sense of respect for the Constitution”. In this occasion, Smt. V.Lakshmi Rajyam (Senior Civil Judge and Secretary District Legal Services authority) was the Chief Guest. She addressed the students and explained that everyone should give respect to the Constitution and the freedom provided by the Constitution requires the protection of sovereignty. The students must take the responsibility for that.

The Principal Dr. K.V.L. Raju, addressed the students and shared the objective of introducing the Constitution’s values as an audit course in the pre-student curriculum.

Dean Students, Sri S. Mohan Kumar addressing the students on this occasion explained that due to lack of awareness younger generation do not know what freedom is. He made all the students to participate in pledge.

Further he added that the constitutional commitment of the Indian democratic system was developed from the students only.

In this Event, District Legal Services authority, Principal Dr. K.V.L. Raju, Dean-Students Mr. S.Mohan Kumar, Staff and Students have participated.
Constitution Day celebrated

Principal Col Arun Kulkarni along with student at the Constitution Day programme at Sainik School at Korukonda in Vizianagaram district on Tuesday.

Vizianagaram: Constitution Day was celebrated in Sainik School at Korukonda in Vizianagaram district on Tuesday. The cadets read the preamble of the Constitution. On the occasion, the Social Science Department presented a video presentation and educated the cadets on the Constitution.

Col Arun Kulkarni, the principal, spoke on the significance of the Constitution and the need for the present generation to uphold the spirit and the ideals. In another program held at MVGR College of Engineering V Lakshmi Rajyam, senior civil judge, advised the students to respect, honour the Constitution of India.

Dr KVLRaju, principal of the college, and others were present.

Published in HANS INDIA Newspaper, Visakhapatnam
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Youth – Rights and Responsibilities as Citizens by Dr. Jaya Prakash Narayana on 11-12-2019.

MVGR College of Engineering (A) has conducted a student interactive session with Dr. N. Jayaprakash Narayana,, IAS (R) on “Youth – Rights and Responsibilities as Citizens” on this occasion. Dr. N. Jayaprakash Narayana addressed that, in the process of solving the problems students should use their intelligence and also the tendency of solving the issues with togetherness. He explained that the human resources should be used in proper direction and for proper cause. Today we are in a world where technology is ruling so everybody use their technological competency in a proper direction for uplifting the society. He also enlightened the students that while they solve any problem either personal or professional they should not be emotional, aggressive and depressive. At last he answered all the questions asked by the students with great patience and wisdom.

In this programme Principal Dr K.V.L. Raju, Members of Youth For Better India, MANSAS member Sri P.L.P. Raju, Dean-Students Sri S. Mohan Kumar, staff of the College and students were participated and graced the occasion.
By our Staff Reporter, VizianagaramDec 11
MVGR College of Engineering (A) has conducted a student interactive session with Dr N.Jayaprakash Narayana, IAS (R) on “YOUTH - RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS CITIZENS” on this occasion Dr N.Jayaprakash Narayana addressed that, in the process of solving the problems students should use their intelligence and also the tendency of solving the issues with togetherness. Also he explained the human resources should be used in proper direction and for proper cause. Today we are in a world where technology is ruling so everybody use their technological competency in a proper direction for uplifting the society. He also enlighten the students that while they solve any problem either personal or professional they should not be emotional, aggressive and depressive. At last he answered all the questions asked by the students with great patience and wisdom. In this programme Principal Dr K.V.L.Raju, Members of Youth For Better India, MANSAS member Sri P.L.P.Raju, Dean-Students Sri S.Mohan Kumar, staff of the College and students were participated and graced the occasion.
An Awareness Program on DISHA Act by MVGR Students in Villages and Schools on 14-12-2019

MVGR students expressed happiness over the unanimous approval of the legislature for the 'Disha' bill. Awareness program was carried out in the villages on the "Disha" Act.

As part of the program, the students visited the surrounding villages and informed the villagers about the legal and legal protection of women through the 'Disha' Act. Students visited Government School at Chelluru village, Vizianagaram. The students were informed about the 'Disha' Act and its necessity and procedure, so that they could educate their fellow students in the school. MVGR NSS Unit organized a rally with placards in college.

All the students thanked the members of the Legislative Council who have unanimously adopted the 'Disha' Act for the benefit of the public, for women's defense, and for the protection of women.
A Motivational Session on “Youth & Growth” on 8th January, 2020

MVGR Engineering College in collaboration with Rotary Club Vizianagaram has conducted a Motivational Session on “Youth and Growth” to the students. To this program Dr. M. Hari Jawaharlal, IAS, District Collector is the chief guest.

Chief guest addressed the gathering that every individual should have positive thought process in each and every aspect of their lives, so that they can achieve their goals. He also explained about the three major aspects which leads to success in his life are “GIVE RED, SPREAD GREEN & SAVE BLUE”.

GIVE RED indicates saving the lives of others by donating blood, SPREAD GREEN means plantation and SAVE BLUE indicates proper utilization of water without wasting. With these three aspects every student can do minimum help to the society with some responsibility also he suggested the students to render their services to needy people.

On this occasion, Principal Dr. K.V.L. Raju informed that around 100 students have registered to ROTRACT Club for helping the societal needs, also on this occasion the upcoming National event which is going to be held in the month of February, 2020 poster was released by honorable chief guest. To this event, representatives of rotary club Vizianagaram, Ravi K Manda, TVN Raju, Dr. Radhika Rani, Satyam, R Rajasekhar, Vice Principal MVGR Dr. YMC Sekhar, Dean Students, Sri. S.Mohan Kumar, Staff and Students were participated.
Awareness Program On Human Rights & Anti-Ragging Measures on 06th July, 2015

Our NSS initiated Awareness Campaign about Human Rights & Anti-ragging on the following subject in association with DLS, Vizianagaram.

President: Dr.K.V.L.Raju, Principal, MVGR College of Engineering
Chief Guest: Sri. Naga Seshiah, Senior Civil Judge, Vizianagaram


Coordinator: Dr. B. Sarva Rao, NSS Officer

**Fundamental Rights:**

**Ragging Act includes the following:**
1. Depending upon the nature and gravity of the offence as established the possible punishments for those found guilty of ragging at the institution level shall be any one or any combination of the following:
   (i) Cancellation of admission
   (ii) Suspension from attending classes
   (iii) Withholding/withdrawing scholarship/fellowship and other benefits
   (iv) Debarring from appearing in any test/examination or other evaluation process
   (v) Withholding results
   (vi) Debarring from representing the institution in any regional, national or international meet, tournament, youth festival, etc.
   (vii) Suspension/expulsion from the hostel
   (viii) Rustication from the institution for period ranging from 1 to 4 semesters
   (ix) Expulsion from the institution and consequent debarring from admission to any other institution.

Senior Civil Judge Sri. Naga Sesaiah Addressing the gathering